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Quadrupole excitations of even-even spherical nuclei are treated including the p-n interaction. 
Formulas are derived for the energies of the two 2+ levels and for the reduced probabilities of 
E2 transitions between them and to the ground state. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN treating the ground and exc:ited states of nuclei 
on the basis of the pair correlation model, the in
teraction between protons and neutrons is usually 
not considered. It is assumed that, because of the 
large difference in positions of the proton and neu
tron Fermi levels, the p-n interaction gives a neg
ligibly small contribution to the Cooper pairing, so 
that including it results only in a change in the self
consistent field of the nucleus and a renormalization 
of the constants for the residual interaction between 
quasiparticles (for example, the quadrupole-quadru
pole interaction constant). One should, however 
consider the following points: first, the absence of 
an influence of the p-n interaction on the pairing 
effect does not at all mean that it need not be con
sidered in treating the collective excitations, since 
its contribution to the energy of residual interac
tion between quasiparticles is of the same order of 
magnitude as the contributions from the p-p and 
n-n interactions; second, the difference in location 
of the Fermi level may be compensated by the Cou
lomb interaction, so the investigation of the influ
ence of the p-n interaction on the pairing effect 
ought to be carried out in more detail. In the pres
ent paper, using the fact that p-p and n-n pairings 
occur in states with zero angular momentum and 
that the p-n interaction does not change the charge 
of the interacting pair, we show that its presence 
does not cause any mixing of the proton and neu
tron amplitudes in the canonical Bogolyubov trans
formation. For this purpose we use the method de
veloped by Bogolyubov. [t] 

The compensation equations have the form 

where 

H = ~ T Ud2) af.ar,- f ~ U Ud2_; faf4) a{,af.ar.ar •• 
f,f 2 f,f zfaf • 

<D {f1/2) = <ar.ar.>o =- <D (MI), 

F (!If2) = <af.ar,)o = F* (MI) (2) 

and the quantities F and <I> are related by the fol
lowing auxiliary conditions: 

~ [F(fd) F (ft2) + <D* (ffl) <D (ft2)l = F (!If2), 
f 

L} [F(fd) <D* U/2) + F (M) <D* (ff1)l = 0. (3) 
j 

After solution of system (1), Eqs. (2) determine 
the coefficients of the canonical transformation 

(4) 

In the case of spherical nuclei, f = j, m, t, where 
and m are the angular momentum and its projec

tion for an individual nucleon, t is the projection of 
the isotopic spin of the nucleon, 

T (fJ!2) = (et,j1 - A - flll) ilt,t,ilj,j,ilm,m,, 

u (fi{2; faf4) 

= - U (t1hm1t2j2m2; t2jamal1hm4) ilm,+m,. m,+m, ilt,t, 6t,t, · 

We look for a solution of Eqs. (1) of the form 

<D (f1f2) = <D1 (hmlj2m2) ilt,t, +<Do (hmlj2m2) 6t,.-t,. 

F (fi[2) = F1 (hmlj2m2) ilt,t, + F0 (j1m1j2m2) 6t,.-t,. 

<tJ (' · ) - (- l)j,-m, 6 6 
1 hm112m2 - Cflt,j, J,j, m,.-m,• 

F 1 (hmlj2m2) = ft,j1 6J,J, 6m,m,. 

<'D0(hmlj2m2) = ~c£;;;.J,m,<DJM (hj2), 
J 

(5) 

(6) 
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We start with the solution of the equations for <I> 0 
and F0• Substituting (6) in (1) and using the rela
tion 

U (t1hm1t2j2m2; t2j3m3t1j4m4) 

we get 

AJ= U1i2l FeD) 

= (Ct,j, + Ct,J,) ciJ7 (jlj2) + (1 - ft,j,- ftJ,) s;= (hj2) 

- (l:it,j, ± !:it,J,) F:f (Ml)- (q;1"· ± q;1J) E:}= (hj2) = 0, 

- Bj U2h I F!D) = (et,f,- Ct,j,) Fy U2h) 

+ (ftJ,- ft,j,) Ey U1i2) 

- (l:it,j, =r l:it,t,) cDy (hh) + < q;1"· =r q;1,1) s;= <M2) = o, (7) 

where 

Cti = Btj- '),- ft{- ~ ~~++ ~ [U J (tjtj'; tj'tj) 
Ji' I 

- (-lrr-JuJ (tjtj'; tjtj')Jfw 

~ 21 + 1 u (t" t ., t '"t ') f -L.,J2'+1 J 1-1;- 1 1 -ti"• 
Jj" 1 

A - ~'I /'Zj' + 1 U (t 'f ·, t ''t '') . 
l..ltJ - - L.J v 2 · + 1 J=o 1 1, 1 1 fPtr. 

I' I 

FT U2h) = F~M (Ml) ± (- l)J+M F J-M (hh), 

<Pf (hj2) = <f>JM (hj2)±(-1)~+M C!J~-M (hj2), 

E7 (hi2L= ~ W J (th- tj',- tMj") Fj= (j'j"), 
/'I" 

s;= (hi2) = ~ uJ (th- ti2; - Wtn Pi U'n, 
i'i" 

WJ (th- tj'; - ihfj") 

(8) 

=~(2L+l){M21 }u 't' -t''· -t't'"). (9) L.J ., ., L L t h 1 ' ]2 1 
L 1 1 

The equations (7) form a linear homogeneous 
system. One can show that the determinant of this 
system vanishes only for special assumptions con
cerning the strength of the neutron-proton interac
tion, namely when the matrix elements UJ and W J 
are independent of the angular momentum J of the 
pair. Since this is not the case in reality, the de
terminant of the system (7) is different from zero. 
Consequently Eqs. (7) have only the null solution: 

cDo = Fo = 0. (10) 

The presence of the conditions (3), which have the 
form 

(fPt,;, ;j: fPt.t) !D:}= U1i2) = (1- ft.J1- f1,1) Fj= U2ji), (3a) 

does not alter this result, since including them s'i
multaneously reduces both the number of unknowns 

in (7) and the number of independent equations by 
a factor of two. When we use (3) and (10), the 
equations for F 1 and <I> 1 take the form 

2etj fPtj + (1 - 2ft) l:itj = 0, n, + cr1j = ftJ' 

from which we find 

(11) 

fli = (E 11 - e11 )j2E11 , cp11 = -!:11/2£11 , £ 11 = Ye11 + !:111, 

!:it;={-~ V (2j' + 1)/(2j + 1) UJ=o(tjtj; tj'tj') !:111·! E1r. 

r (12) 

Using (2), (4), (10), and (12), we get the Bogolyubov 
canonical transformation in the form 

(13) 

Thus we have found that the p-n interaction causes 
no mixing of the proton and neutron amplitudes, 
i.e., the protons and neutrons in the nucleus pair 
independently. This result is in qualitative agree
ment with the absence of a gap in the spectrum of 
excitations of odd-odd nuclei. In fact, if there were 
proton-neutron pairing, the ground state of odd-odd 
nuclei would correspond to zero quasiparticles, just 
as is the case for even -even nuclei. 

QUADRUPOLE OSCILLATIONS OF EVEN-EVEN 
NUCLEI 

The Hamiltonian for the interaction between 
quasiparticles is obtained from the initial Hamil
tonian by transforming it using (11)-(13). We 
shall describe the individual terms by graphs of 
the type used by Bar anger, [Z] in which the solid 
line denotes a proton and the dotted lines a neutron 
(see the figure). One can show that the inclusion 
of the graphs I is accomplished by solving the 
equations of the generalized self-consistent field [1] 

(14) 

The operators for the corresponding excitations 
have the form 

(15) 

In the special case of the "two-level" approxima
tion (see below), the excitation energy is 

/AI ~ 
I I 
I I I 1 I I I 1 

,f, 1 X ~ (~ I 1 II I t I 
II\ \It II I I Ill 
It \ti IJ I 't' 
(, ~ I 

I I 
I I I I 1/ 
v I I 

J 11 lil IY v w W! YJJ[ 
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[gJ = Eth + E-tJ,- UJ (th- tj2; - tMiJ). (16) 

As we see from (15) and (16), excitations of this 
type describe the ground and low-lying states of 
odd-odd nuclei. 

Our problem is to include graphs II-IV, which 
are known [2, 3] to be responsible for the collective 
excitations. Since we are interested only in quali
tative effects associated with the inclusion of the 
p-n interaction, we shall treat the problem under 
the same assumptions as are made in treating 
identical quasiparticles. 

1. We start from the simplified model of a 
spherical nucleus, in which thEl external protons 
are in a state with angular momentum jp » 1, 
while the external neutrons are in a state with 
jn » 1 (the "two-level" approximation). 

2. We limit ourselves to treating the quadru
pole-quadrupole interaction between quasipar
ticles: 

U2 (r1r2) =-g (r1r2) 21 (-It Y211 (flt!Jlt) Y2-11 (fl2<p2). (17) 
11 

3. We shall omit graphs V-VIII, since they give 
a small contribution compared to graphs II-IV. C4J 

Under these assumptions, the Hamiltonian has 
the form 

H = 21 Etj a.fim CJ.tjm 
tjm 

-+ 21 !£ (Tjj'; Tthi~) Ut]Vt}'Ut,j,V t,; [Q; (Tjj') Ql1 (Tthi~) 
11M., 1 
Jj'j,j, 

(18) 

where 

T = 2t =±I, 

00 

!£ (Tjj', T 1 j1 j~) = ! ~~ r~r~dr1 dr2<p; (r1} !Jl;, (r2) g (r 1r2) <pt' 
0 1 

X (r2) !Jlt• (r1) (lj II Y 2lll' i'> <lth IJY 21il~j~), 

Q+ (T. '') 1 "" C211 + + 11 11 = -./ ..:::.1 jmj'm' CJ.tjm \1.-tj'm'• (19) 
r 1 +IJii' mm' 

The Hamiltonian (18) is diagonalized by the trans
formation 

R~'- (s) = 21 lxs (Tjj') Q~> (Tjj') 
Tjj' (f';;.j) 

+ (- 1)1'- Ys (Tjj') Q~11 (Tjj') J. 

21 [x. (Tjj') Xs, (Tjj')- Ys (Tjj') Ys, (Tjj') I = a •• ,. (20) 
T li' (i';;.i) 

The inverse transformation has the form 

Q11 (Tjj') = 21 [x. (Tjj') R11 (s)- (- It Ys (Tjj') R~11 (s)], 
s 

21 [x. (Tjj') Xs (T1 j1 j~)- Ys (Tjj') Y. (T1 j1 j~) I= 8rr, IJu, 6//• (21) 
6 1 

The coefficients of the transformation (20) are 
determined from the condition that the Hamiltonian 
(18) be diagonal when expressed in terms of the 
new amplitudes: 

R~> (s) if- HR11 (s) = [g•R~> (s). (22) 

Solving the corresponding secular equation under 
our assumptions, we get 

(gl = (g2+ = {f [[g~ + [g~- SEV pn JIT'+62J}''•, 

(g2 = (g2'+ = {f [[g~ + [g~ + SEV P" Jl I + 62]}'1', (23) 

where (gp and (gn are the energies of the quadru
pole oscillations omitting the p-n interaction: 

(SP = 2Eip Jf 1-VpfEip, [gn = 2Ein Y 1-VnfEin, 

Vp = u'PV,P!£ (Ij~; lJ~), 

Vn = u'nv,n!£ (- lj~; -lj~), Vpn = UJpVJpUJnVfn!£ (lj~,- lj~), 

E = Y E1pEin• 1J = (&~- {g~)jSEVpn· (24) 

We thus get two levels with spin 2 and positive par
ity, which have excitation operators Rl-'( 1) and 
Rl-' ( 2 ) , respectively. 

Now let us find the expressions for the reduced 
probability of E2 transitions from the 2+ and 2'+ 
states to the ground state, and for the 2+ - 2'+ 
transition. The operator for an E2 transition has 
the form 

IDlE (2f.l) = ;S (lpjp~r2Y2 Ijlpjp) 

(25) 

and simple computations give 

2E u~ v~ 
B (£2) = B"P _!p_ lp lp 
2+-o ~2+ 1+62 -IJV1+62 ' 

(26a) 

2E. u~ v~ 
B (£2) = B"P lp lp lp 
2'+ -o ~2'+ 1 + 1)2 +I) Y 1 + 1)2 ' 

(26b) 

(~2+ ~2'+ + 4£, )2 (uJ - v,~ )2 
B (£2) = B"P p p p 
2'+-2+ 64~2+ ~2.+E~P 1 + 62 ' 

(26c) 

where the Bsp are the single-particle values of 
the corresponding reduced probabilities. 

To analyze these results it is convenient to go 
over to the limiting case .of o = 0. From formulas 
(19) and (24), it follows that this case occurs if the 
matrix elements for the p-p, n-n, and p-n inter
actions are all equal and if, in addition, the filling 
fj = nj I ( 2j + 1) (where n is the number of nu
cleons in a state with given j ) is the same for the 
proton and neutron shells. We note that since, in 
the region of the mass table in which we are inter
ested, the matrix elements of the p-p, n-n, and 
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p-n interactions are almost the same and the fill
ing of proton and neutron shells is almost identi
cal, 6 « 1, so that the limiting case of 6 = 0 is 
extremely close to actuality. Using (22), (23), and 
(26), we easily obtain for this case 

&2+ = 2£ V1- 2VjE = 2Ey, 

Ri'- (2+) = !(1 + r) Q~'- (1j~)- (-it (1- r) Q::..~'- (lj~) 

+ (1 + r) Q~'- (- Ij~) 

- (-1t (1- r) Q~~'-(-1j~)l /V8r; (27) 

(8~'+ =2£, Ri'-(2'+)= [Qi'-(lj~)-QIL(-lj~)J/V2; (28) 

B (£2) = B'P ~f(l- f), B (£2) 
2+ ~o r 2'+ -+0 

= Bspf (1- f), B (£2) = B'P (i + tl2 (1- 2f)2 • (29) 
2'+_,.2+ 16t 

As we see from the formulas, the first 2+ level 
is purely collective. This follows both from the 
form of the excitation operator as well as from 
the fact that the ratio of the probability of an E2 
transition to the ground state to the single-particle 
value for this quantity contains the ratio of the en
ergy "gap" to the level energy, which results in 
an enhancement of the transition relative to the 
single-particle value. Thus we see that the first 
solution satisfactorily describes the properties of 
the first 2+ level in even-even nuclei. Within the 
framework of our assumptions, it is a "one-phonon" 
excitation (in the sense that the operator Rl-', in 
the framework of the method of approximate sec
ond quantization, is a Bose operator). 

The situation is different for the interpretation 
of the second 2+ level. As we see from (28)-(29), 
this excitation does not have collective character. 
This follows from the fact that: a) the operator 

Rl-' ( 2' +) is a linear combination of excitation op
erators for proton and neutron pairs; b) the exci
tation energy coincides with the size of the gap; 
c) the E2 transitions to the ground state and to 
the first 2 + level have the same intensity as the 
single-particle transitions (since the factor 1/y 
in the formula for B(E2) is compensated by the 

2'+-2+ 

factor Y16 ). Thus the second of our solutions is a 
specific state, caused by the presence of the p-n 
interaction, with properties which are different 
from the properties of the "two-phonon" excita
tions (the triplet 0+2+4+ ). 

Recently 2+ levels have been found in the cad
mium isotopes, lying above the two-phonon triplet 
0+2+4+ (at 1460 keVin Cd112 and 1365 keVin 
Cd114 ). It is natural to assume that the second 
solution describes these levels, but to test this 
hypothesis requires experimental investigation 
of their electromagnetic properties, in particular 
the measurement of the probability of E2 transi
tions to the ground state and the first 2+ level. 

In conclusion the author thanks L. A. Sliv and 
Z. B. Shimanskii for discussion of the work. 
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